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REINCARNATION: GIFT OF LOVE
2/9/02
Beloved and holy and only child of our Heavenly Father, child of the one Source,
child of light divine. That is who you are. Take it deeply within the consciousness and
contemplate what that means. I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph — Jesus, you
have called me — and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this evening in your
timing as you have chosen once again to call me forth. Always I greet you in the name of
joy. Always I greet you in your divine nature, joy, of holiness, freedom and the equality of
masters reunited once again.
Great joy is it not to be together? Thank you for remembering. Thank you for
hearing my invitation and for coming to be with me in this way.
I have been watching you as you have been celebrating the reunion of friends, as
you have been coming into this dwelling place. I have been watching you as you
anticipated the evening wondering what it would hold. Looking forward in love, excitement,
for the joy of reunion with old friends. And that truly is what I would speak with you
about in this evening, the joy of old friends for truly that is what we are.
I watched you as you came into the dwelling place and you recognized ones and
you were most happy to see each other once again. The hugs were given. The smiles were
exchanged. The news of what has been happening since we last saw you? What has been
going on? And, thankfulness that again you could meet once again to share the
remembrance of the Christ.
For the Christ is found in joy. The Christ is found in love. That which you celebrate
in this month of your timing, it is your divine nature. You celebrate love and you celebrate
it on many levels and you celebrate it with the greetings that you send to each other, the
ones known as the valentines and you celebrate with the most wonderful gifts, token of
love that you give to other ones. The most wonderful beautiful flowers that you exchange
in love. An outward symbol of the love of the heart.
This month, a most holy month, truly you celebrate holy days coming up in your
next week even, a holy day of the remembrance of love. And you celebrate it with friends.
You celebrate it with me. You celebrate it with the co-workers, you celebrate it even with
ones unseen for those you have loved are never gone from you. And on the Valentine Day,
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a holy day you have set aside for remembrance of love in that way, send a valentine
thought to the ones who are no longer activating the body amongst you, but are very
much with you in presence. Allow them to know that your love for them will never die
because it won’t. And accept their love in response because it is there as well.
You set for yourself most wondrous reminders, the holy days that you celebrate
each year and each month, you set aside certain holidays that are as reminders to stop,
pause, listen and remember. To remember truly the deeper meaning of each holy day and
to remember that you are your assignment, you are here on assignment. You are the
extension of the Father brought into this point of reality, this time, day and time to be
the expression of love.
So when you have the most wonderful day that says it is okay now to express love.
On this one day out of the year at least, it is okay to give the gifts, send the greetings.
To say to each one, “Happy Valentine’s Day,” whether they know or you remember the
deeper meaning of it. It is okay and carry that on I would ask you to do throughout the
whole year of abiding in love with everyone that you see before you and everyone who is
around you, seen and unseen.
For truly you are the gift of love given to this plane, this point of reality. That is
your assignment, that is your mission, that is your true nature, to allow yourself to live in
love as a new person, which indeed you are. Allow yourself to live as a new person.
Newborn in love each day.
You give to yourselves the most wonderful gift of expression of divinity in certain
individuated understanding of energy.
In other words, you see yourself to be individual. You say, this is who I am. I am of
certain stature, certain girth, certain personality, certain abilities and traits. These are my
attributes and talents, ones that I have developed through years. This is who I am and
you define yourself by those talents and attributes and interests.
But you are also much more than that and we have spoken of that on previous
times, that you are much more than the point of consciousness you have agreed to be
within this reality that yet believes in separation, that yet believes in individuation and
yet you have many instances, times when you have thought a thought and someone else
has then begun speaking about it and you say, “Well I was just thinking that.” Well of
course, you are on the same page. You are of the same mind. There is but, in truth, one
Mind expressing as the many and most wonderful it is.
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When first you were, even before time, so that in truth when first you were is
outside of time, so you have always been and yet to understand that yet within the
concept of time, you were, you are, you is the Isness of you, forever and beyond time. For
there are many dimensions of realities that do not know the constriction of time, that do
not say that there has to be a certain process, a beginning, a middle and an end to
achieve a goal. The goal is Being and the goal is outside of time.
There are dimensions and realities that if you were to try to have language with
them, there would not be any language except peace and love because there would not
be a common ground of the reality.
You are the sea of being, the ocean of being. But you have desired to know what
can this ocean express? Where are the edges of the ocean? Where do the waves begin
and end? How deep? Where are the boundaries? And with the thought which is you, you
began to fashion for yourself all realities — small “r” — and all adventures to see what
you could bring forth. To see what you could experience. To see how you as the divine
energy of creation, how you could create and what you could create and what it would
feel like. And so you have created many realities, many dimensions. And we have spoken in
previous times how you as a point of consciousness are as the point of a soul group. You
as you see yourself to be individuated energy, you are here in this reality expressing as a
coalescence of energy brought forth into physical form, as part of a soul group. And you
have many of the soul group around you experiencing through you that which you are
experiencing. Cheering you on, if you will, going through experiences as you see them and
also as they see them.
And your soul group is part of a vaster soul group which is part of a vaster soul
group and on and on and on till you come to the understanding of the ocean of Being.
And the ocean of Being is yet beyond concept. It does not have limits. In other words,
even to use the concept of ocean allows the mind to have a grasp upon something, but it
limits it for an ocean has boundaries, edges, has depth. The ocean of Being does not know
any limit.
So from the vast ocean, from the vast soul group, the one Mind, you have sought
to experience and express all realities. Some of them being with the physical reality
which you know that is familiar to you and some being with realities where there is
physical being and yet the physical being is much different in form and in density. And
other realities where there is physical form that you would not understand to be physical
and yet is energy in form. And yet other dimensions where there is not even the
coalescence of energy brought together into what would be identified by you as form.
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For you have always — even before time — wanted to know what more is there?
Your scientists are telling you even now in this lifetime that your universe is expanding.
That the universes themselves are expanding and it is because you as the one Mind, the
vast ocean that does not know limits, is expanding to know itSelf in more and more ways
and will continue. Not only in the physical but in all realms.
For as you have seen you can take one lifetime as an example, as you have seen in
this lifetime, you have been discovering more and more about yourself as you have grown
from the tiny one up to a taller one and as you have garnered to yourself the years,
there has always been more to learn, more to experience, more to wonder about. You read
the books. You watch the videos. You speak with the friends. You attend the gatherings
and there are ideas. New ideas that you have that come to you. Ideas that others share
with you. New manifestations called your technology that is interwoven into every field of
human experience. You see many changes in just one lifetime. You can look back to the
beginning of wherever you see this lifetime to be and you can see where you have come,
the journey, what has changed within you and around you. How much even the world has
changed.
And you have your writers write about the future, who give you ideas of what can
be, may be. You have your writers who express to you what has been in your history.
Most wonderful word, his-story and that gives you again ideas of where you have been,
who you have been, how it has been.
So one lifetime stands as a symbol for you as the example of the expansion of the
one Mind, desiring to know itSelf. Desiring to know all that can be, has been, will be,
could be, might be created, experienced and expressed.
You do a most wonderful thing even in this point of reality there is an
acknowledgment, albeit not by all of the brothers and sisters, but by many of you of the
belief in reincarnation. The belief that surely there must be more to me than just one
lifetime.
Now there are the brothers and sisters who say you only go around once,
therefore make the most of it. And that is a very good way to look at a lifetime. Make
the most of it. Get in there and enjoy every bit of it. If you make a mess, enjoy it. Get
right into the middle of it. Feel it. Experience it. And then come out the other side. Allow
yourself to know intimately everything, all that which you create. So for one lifetime, yes,
make the most of it.
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But many of you have a belief that surely this is not all of me. Life is not just
from the beginning of infancy to the place where I decease the body and release it.
Surely there must be other options, other things to do. Now where would that idea come
from?
From the Truth of you. You do a most wonderful miracle — we have spoken of this
many times —but you do a most wonderful miracle of focusing upon one lifetime and one
individuation so that you close temporarily, the doors and windows to the other realities
of you. In other words, so you don’t get overloaded. And it is a most wonderful miracle
that you do to focus on the now.
But you give to yourself the most wonderful gift as the adventurer, as the
creative one, that holy child of the one Creator, you gift to yourself a gift of
reincarnation. Whether it be as you see this form to be and whether it be as you see
linear reincarnation to be. And I will say to you that in truth reincarnation need not be
and most often is not linear, but that confounds the mind a bit.
I will digress for a moment here but we have spoken oftentimes of all realities —
small “r” — in time is as within a sphere and one point of experience and another point of
experience within the sphere seem to be linear if you can connect them and yet all points
within this most wonderful sphere do not have to be and are not just a straight line.
You can jump from the experience of a lifetime in Atlantis to a lifetime in 4004
just to drop in and see what is happening to live a lifetime whatever length of time
interval that may be, and the next time around even within the sphere of reality of time,
choose another point somewhere else. It does not have to be one after another after
another after another. Or, it can be. Depending on your choice. What you want to
experience, what you have agreed to experience and what you have seen to be the next
step in the expression of the holy child as you understand individual experience to be.
All kinds of options, you see. Even the brothers and sisters who do not believe in
reincarnation find themselves gifted with opportunity to experience being either in a
reincarnated form such as is understood here or another form or another formless form
of experience and expression.
You get, you see, many chances to know the infinite Mind which is you, and even as
you are accepting one of those opportunities to get to know an aspect of the infinite
Mind, the infinite Mind, which is you, is expanding past any horizon which you saw at any
point inside or outside of time. That is how vast you are.
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It is a gift, reincarnation is a gift of love. It is a gift from the divinity of you to
reincarnate. In other words, to bring the consciousness of the spirit which you are, to
carnate form whether it be this kind of body or another kind of body, to have myriad
experiences all from the nature of Love.
It is Love — capital “L” — which allows you the infiniteness of expression. It is Love
which allows you all of the questions that come to mind even as we speak of the
Infiniteness for the mind — small “m” — within this reality finds it very difficult, nigh
impossible to grasp anything that is beyond the finite. You will allow that there is
something perhaps beyond the finite. You will allow that there is something perhaps
beyond all of the limits of reality — small “r” — but to grasp the concept lessness and try
to put it into a concept which the mind — small “m” — can play with. It is beyond the
small mind. And yet the Being of you knows the Truth of it and resonates with it. That is
where the willingness to say and the allowance says, “Well yes, perhaps that can be.” The
willingness, the allowance that says, “Not only can be but I’m sure it is because I don’t
want to decease the body and then that’s the end of me. I’ve kind of enjoyed being me.
Well, yeah you know, there have been some pits and some challenges and some messes
I’ve gotten into but for the most part I’ve enjoyed being me. So when I decease the body
well I hope that isn’t all of me.”
The most wonderful gift you have brought with you is the belief in reincarnation
and it is the belief that the beloved ones are still with you and the belief in angels and
presences of masters and guides, teachers who although you may not see them in form or
you may. Because they do appear to you, those beliefs are from Love. Those beliefs are
gifts from divine Love. Those beliefs that say, “I am more than just one lifetime. More
than just one expression. I am.” Those beliefs are the gifts of Love. True Love. Past the
understanding of human love, but of true divine Love which is your nature. The everongoingness and the expansion.
That’s why we speak of Love of the Father being Love, the Father is Love. Not He
is loving but He is Love. It is because Love itself is expansive. When you fall in love, my
goodness, it is a whole new world. Everything takes on a new aura. The one upon whom
you are focusing your attention is most wonderful. Brings forth from within you such
feelings of expansion, of beingness that you didn’t even know where there. And as you
spend time with the beloved you find more and more out about yourself and about them
that allows you an expansion, again, of being an expansion of experience. And this does
not have to be in what you see as a societal relationship. In other words, falling in love
and getting married and having small ones, etc., etc. You can fall in love and I urge you to
do so with whoever is in front of you. Fall in love with them. Look to the Christ of them.
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Behold them as the most wonderful holy child making the most wonderful messes of a
life and yet allowing you to share part of the journey with them.
Fall in love with everyone. Allow yourself to be in that space of Love, the Father’s
Love, the divine Love which is your true nature. And if you find yourself coming to a
certain place where you find a prickle or two, allow yourself to use the sandpaper of
divine Love, not to rub off the prickles of the other one, but to rub off the prickles of
your judgment and abide with the great smile of love.
Know you how it feels to be in love? The countenance softens, turns into a smile.
You are so happy to see that one. You are so happy to share with another one what has
been going on in your mind, in your world. You are so happy to share with another one.
What has been your experience? If it be another of the human body that is great. If you
share the dwelling place with the beloved pet, you speak to the pet and you say to that
beloved pet, “What has your day been like? Where have you been even in your dreams?”
For the beloved pets do love to spend some time napping. “Where have you gone? What
have you done? Who have you seen? How has it been for you today?”
Allow yourself to be in Love, divine Love without judgement of what should be or
how it should be. Just be.
For truly love is. Love does not judge. Love does not say it has to be in certain
forms, certain way. Love is expansive, freely given. It flows. It droppeth as the gentle
rain from heaven, yes. You have many sayings in your literature, your holy scriptures that
remind you of love and the feeling of love. This time as you find yourself in this reality, it
is a time of clarification. It is a time where you know definitely if you are abiding in love
or you are not. The events of the past year have brought you and the brothers and
sisters all over the face of our holy Mother, the earth, to a place of clarity about what is
love and what is not love.
That is why you have brought forth certain events. That is why certain of the
brothers and sisters volunteered to enact certain scripting of the drama. There is now a
most clarity a most definite clarity about what love feels like and what fear feels like.
What hatred feels like. No question about it. And you know for yourselves how quickly
judgment can come to the surface. Judgement from the past. For it is that, it is a habit
from the past. Born of many lifetimes where there has been belief in separation. Where
there has been belief that you must defend yourself and that which was “yours”.
But you are in a most wonderful place. This year, we spoke of this year as being
the year of balance. This year is also going to be year of love and of fear and you will
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know the difference. You do know the difference quite quickly. Choose you love. Allow
yourself that deep breath, the physical deep breath that we have spoken of so often and
the spiritual deep breath that allows the soul to expand once again and to receive then
from the soul group the guidance to come to that place of the center, that place of
peace within the center.
For the soul group is always ready to give you expanded vision, holy vision. A more
expanded way of seeing that which you are involved in. Now you as the point of a soul
group, you as individuated energy, you are very much nose pressed against every
experience. You are just right there in it and what you see is but a portion.
The soul group can and does perceive more of the divine dance. Allow the soul
group to give you guidance, to give you the gift of peace. For you are not alone here.
Even though the bodies speak of separation, even though the personalities speak of
individual, you are not alone. And when you fall in love, one of the most wonderful gifts
of falling in love is, “I’m no longer alone. I have someone upon whom to pour my love,” or
more often it is seen, “I have someone who will love me. Someone who will find value in
me.” That is usually how it is looked upon.
But, as we have spoken many times, the perception and the perspective of the
world is diametrically opposed to the Truth of your being. In other words, whatever the
world will present to you, allow yourself to say, “But what is the flip side of that?” The
Truth of your being is not what the world presents to you. The world presents to you
various appearances so that you can ascertain the Truth of your being through those
appearances.
So this year, this most wonderful year of balance, it is going to be a year of love if
you look for love. It is going to be a year where others will be abiding in fear. But allow
yourself to be the presence of love for it is sorely needed and that is why you have
agreed to be here and to live the seemingly individuated lives with individuated challenges
and yet to speak the language of the brothers and sisters. In other words, they look at
you and they can see that you activate human form, they can see that you make a mess
of this and that. They see that you make choices, that you have to make choices everyday
and yet they see that there is a strength within you that passes the understanding of
the world. And they draw from you that strength, the strength that they need for the
next breath. Either the next physical breath or the next spiritual breath.
You have agreed, those of you so gathered in this room and those within the sound
of my voice, you have agreed to be here at this time to be the presence of love, to live
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for the gift of knowing that you are not limited to just one experience of life, one
experience of lifetime. To know that truly you are beyond time.
We have spoken several times with you about, and after the purpose of time has
been fulfilled, you will be yet what you have always been since before time. Now what is
the purpose of time? It is to give you experience, experiences of what feels like to work
with constriction, to work with limitation, to work with the passage seemingly of process
and to feel even as you are feeling now, that everyday seems to go faster than the
previous one and where has the lifetime gone already? It seems like yesterday I was x, y
and z. Of course you were because that you is still you, still with you. That you that was
the small one, that you who was going to grade school, to high school, the college, was
learning a profession, who was working at certain profession, that you is still you. So of
course it feels like to was only yesterday. What is yesterday? It is only your definition of
what you see to be in the past and yet it cannot be past because it is you and it is still
with you.
Everything you have gained in conscious awareness, consciousness in this lifetime, is
with you right here and now and can be accessed even though sometimes you feel the
Rolodex, computer is a bit loaded. But everything you have experienced, every bit of
consciousness you have put into the treasure chest of this lifetime is with you all of the
time and can be accessed.
That is why you have certain facilitators who can work with you and will do the
age regression, the hypnosis and take you back, seemingly, to another time either in this
lifetime or another lifetime. How can that be if it is not that you stored it within the
consciousness of what you yet see to be individuated expression in this lifetime or
individuated soul experience? Yet individuated soul experience is shared with all of the
soul groupings. Therefore, it is shared with and is an extension of the one Mind.
Expanding. Forever expanding wanting to know itSelf, Love, expansive, free, unlimited.
Human love as you have experienced can be the roller coaster. Human love, you can
be so much in love with another one you would lay down your cloak for another one to
walk on across the mud puddle, would grasp that one and carry that one over any of the
challenges. You lose yourself, — the self with the lowercase “s” — in the love of the other
one. You would do anything for that other one. And then that other one turns around and
shines their light upon what you see to be a rival. And you say, “Well, I take my love
back. I’m not going to love you if you don’t love me. I guess my love was wasted on you.
You didn’t have the sense to see its value.” And you kind of lick the wounds and you move
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on perhaps or you stand in the same place and ruminate for awhile and then you move
on.
Human love it is as symbol, as a clue to divine Love. To the Reality — capital “L” — of
you. The capital L of Love itself. For when you fall in love there is such an expansion, such
a sense of oneness with another one. Such a sense of unlimited possibilities. Why you say
to that other one, “We can go,” and often you do. You take the various treks to various
places. You make trips here and there. “We can go even to the moon. You know they are
making spaceships now, or soon will be that will take passengers and we can even go to
the moon. Would you like to go to the moon for a honeymoon?” And you play with most
wonderful possibilities for you feel expansive. You do not feel that you are hemmed in by
all of the old self image of yourself or all of the old image of what life had to be. And
this can happen to you at any age. It doesn’t have to be for just the younguns, but it
happens for everyone anytime.
All of a sudden you will be speaking to someone and there is such a feeling of
knowing, a feeling of love, of oneness and you connect with that one and you say, “I am
really glad to see you. I am so happy to reconnect with you again. I know I must have
met you somewhere.” And you go through a litany of all of the meetings and groups that
you attend and you find no connection there. “We must not have met in this lifetime. But
you know I know you from somewhere.”
Well of course you do, you have lived together in other lifetimes. You have shared
the innermost thoughts, feelings with another one. And you meet up with them then in
another lifetime and there is a familiarity and you say, “Well I don’t know where I know
you from but I am sure glad to see you again. Thanks for keeping your part of the
agreement.” Because you have agreed that you would come and find each other once
again and that you would play various roles and you would play them, really play them to
the hilt.
So you make for yourself the most wonderful challenges so that others can come
and support you and be there. Or you make for yourself the most wonderful challenges
so that you can say, “I’m all alone. Nobody loves me. Nobody sees the value in me. I have
to go it all myself alone. But, I’ll do it.” And you do and all the time friends are loving you.
Unseen ones are loving you. The soul group loving you. Cheering you on wondering, “How
long is he or she going to sit in that space before they feel my presence of love?”
Often times ones will pray to me asking for my presence, for my help. Helping to
save them from something. Something imagined that is going to happen and they want my
love which I always give. It is always yours. But they are so focused momentarily upon
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whatever the worry that there is that they do not let in the love that I would give
them. My love I give unto you. Allow it to be your healing. My love I give unto you. Allow
it to be your companion. Always I walk with you.
My love I give unto you. My respect, my honor for I respect and honor that which
you are for I know that which you are and I love it.
Love, beloved ones, does not allow limitation. Love does not know limitation. Love
allows, believes in allowance, believes in unlimitedness. Expresses healing by its very
presence. Love allows you as you see yourself to be an aspect of the one Mind to
experience a lifetime and then if you so choose, another lifetime and another lifetime
whether it be with familiar form as such in this lifetime or whether it be in another
form.
Imagine you to be the free eagle, the bird, the seagull that flies high. Soaring
very easily. You have felt the air under your wings. You know how it feels to dip, to rise
on the currents. You know how it feels to be as the butterfly. You know how it feels to
have the freedom of spirit. That is love. And the reincarnation need not be and most often
isn’t linear. Reincarnation need not be and quite often is not of same form. Can be but
does not have to be.
Reincarnation is truly the gift of love allowing itself to express, to create, to
expand and to experience. The vastness of love is you.
And the loved ones as they have seen individual expression they are never lost to
you. They cannot be because they are a part of the ocean of Love which we spoke of in
the beginning. Even though you understand concept of reincarnation and say, “The loved
one is reincarnated now as a small child in a geopolitical gathering on the far side of our
holy Mother, the earth. I am separate from that one because that one now reincarnated
again.” No, you are not separate from that one.
That one with whom you have been in love, that one who holds the key to your
heart is still the being that that one has always been. Even the individuated personality
that you understand, it is written in the Akashic records, nothing is ever lost and that one
whom you have loved and who loves you yet, is and forever will be.
Yes, they may have reincarnated and as such they will be an aspect of the one
Mind expressing again in a new individuated understanding. But the one you have loved is
always. Reincarnation whether it be with physical form that you accept in this reality or
another type of form, it is a gift. The ongoingness of the creative one Mind, the gift of
Love which is you.
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So this month in your timing and any other month in your timing allow yourself to
fall in love. Send out the valentines. Send out the greetings especially on that holy day.
Call up ones you haven’t spoken with in a while. Call them up and say, “I was just thinking
of you. How are you doing?” Send them what you call the emails. Send them the valentine
greetings and send them your love, mind to mind — lower case “m” — mind to Mind. Lower
case to upper case. All joined together and remember in that love who, what you are.
So be it.
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